FEATURED TITLES

Kate Ascher
THE HEIGHTS
Anatomy of a Skyscraper

“In this lushly illustrated book, Ms. Ascher meticulously and lucidly deconstructs the design of manmade towers from the foundation on up to the imperatives of physical and psychological security in a terror-conscious society.”—The New York Times.

Penguin Press • 208 pp. • 978-1-59420-303-9 • $35.00
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-312408-5 • $22.00
Paperback available November 2013

Edward Glaeser
TRIUMPH OF THE CITY
How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier

A leading urban economist travels through history and around the globe to reveal the hidden workings of cities and how they bring out the best in humankind. Using intrepid reportage, keen analysis, and cogent argument, Glaeser makes an urgent, eloquent case for the city’s importance and splendor, offering inspiring proof that the city is humanity’s greatest creation and our best hope for the future. “Bursting with insights.”—The New York Times Book Review.

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-312054-4 • $16.00
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FEATURED TITLES

Charlie LeDuff

**DETROIT**
*An American Autopsy*

With the steel-eyed reportage that has become his trademark, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist LeDuff sets out to uncover what destroyed his city. "One cannot read Mr. LeDuff’s amalgam of memoir and reportage and not be shaken by the cold eye he casts on hard truths... A little gonzo, a little gumshoe, some gawker, some good-Samaritan—it is hard to ignore reporting like Mr. LeDuff’s."—*The Wall Street Journal*. "An edgy portrait of the decline, destruction, and possible redemption of his hometown….LeDuff writes with honesty and compassion about a city that's destroying itself—and breaking his heart."—*Publishers Weekly* (starred review).

Penguin Press • 304 pp. • 978-1-59420-534-7 • $27.95

Sudhir Venkatesh

**FLOATING CITY**
*A Rogue Sociologist Lost and Found in New York’s Underground Economy*

Venkatesh journeys through the "vast invisible continent" of New York’s underground economy, an unseen world linking and strengthening the enormous diversity of a new global city in the throes of becoming. *Floating City* reveals the real winners and losers of the new economy, the thriving elites who pull the levers of power and the desperate laborers who always risk falling off the bottom. Propelled by Venkatesh’s interviews with hundreds of prostitutes, madams, drug dealers, and immigrants, *Floating City* is the ultimate journey into the true workings of America’s most diverse and influential city.

Penguin Press • 256 pp. • 978-1-59420-416-6 • $27.95

Paperback available September 2013
Edmond N. Bacon  
**DESIGN OF CITIES**

Using innovative graphic images combined with succinct text explanations, this book describes the technologies that keep cities functioning, as well as the people who support them. “Both a reference guide and a geeky pleasure—a suitably obsessive love letter to New York City.”—*Time Out New York.*

*Penguin* • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-31170-9 • $23.00

Moses Gates  
**HIDDEN CITIES**

**Travels to the Secret Corners of the World’s Great Metropolises; A Memoir of Urban Exploration**

Gates describes his immersion in the worldwide subculture of urban exploration; how he joined a world of people who create secret art galleries in subway tunnels, break into national monuments for fun, and travel the globe sleeping in centuries-old catacombs and abandoned Soviet relics.

*HarperCollins* • 196 pp. • 978-1-58567-910-2 • $25.00

**Art, Design & Architecture**

Kate Ascher  
**THE HEIGHTS**

Anatomy of a Skyscraper

Penguin Press • 208 pp. • 978-1-59420-303-9 • $35.00


*Penguin* • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-312408-5 • $22.00

See Featured Titles, page 2

Danny Danziger  
**MUSEUM**

Behind the Scenes at the Metropolitan Museum of Art

A unique oral portrait of the Met—its immense collection and the people who make it all possible—drawing on interviews with everyone from the director to the security guards.

*Penguin* • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311426-0 • $17.00

Simon Garfield  
**ON THE MAP**

A Mind-Expanding Exploration of the Way the World Looks

Foreword by Dava Sobel

Explores the unique way that maps relate and realign our history—and reflect the best and worst of what makes us human. Maps and illustrations throughout. “Simon Garfield’s new book is a rollicking sweep through map history, packed with curiosities and written with verve.”—*Independent on Sunday* (UK).

*Penguin* • 464 pp. • 978-1-904797-98-8 • $27.50

*Gotham* • 464 pp. • 978-1-904797-80-4 • $17.00

Paperback available November 2013

Phoebe Hoban  
**BASQUIAT**

A Quick Killing in Art

With a New Afterword by the Author

“Compulsively readable...there is enormous value in it, especially in Hoban’s depiction of the glitzy 1980s art world, which is sharply etched and deadly accurate.”


*Penguin* • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303512-1 • $18.00

A New York Times Notable Book

Harvey Green  
**WOOD**

Craft, Culture, History

Explores the history of a material that has been a central part of human life for millennia. “In this carefully constructed, engaging cultural history, Harvey Green tells us something new about wood on almost every page...[with] a woodworker’s reverence for its subtleties and a historian’s eye for the contradictions of its life in the marketplace.”—*Howard Mansfield, Author of The Same Axe, Twice.*

*Penguin* • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-311269-3 • $20.00

Thomas Hine  
**POPULUXE**

From Tailfins and TV Dinners to Barbie Dolls and Fallout Shelters: A Decade of Modern Design

The decade from 1954 to 1964 was an era of one of America’s great shopping sprees; in the newly created world of suburbia, everything a family owned was provisional: one always had the hope of being able to move up the ladder to something better. Thomas Hine calls it “Populuxe”—populism and popularity and luxury, plus a totally unnecessary “e” to give it a little class; the word itself as synthetic as the world it describes.

*Overlook* • 196 pp. • 978-1-58567-910-2 • $25.00

Stewart Brand  
**HOW BUILDINGS LEARN**

What Happens After They’re Built

“A stunning exploration of the design of design...will irrevocably alter your sense of place, space, and the artifacts that shape them.”—*Wired.* Photographs.

*Penguin* • 252 pp. • 978-0-14-013996-9 • $35.00

Jonathan Glancey  
**THE STORY OF ARCHITECTURE**

Features influential and innovative architects of every age, along with their masterpieces, and shows the unique historical, geographical, and cultural elements that have shaped the world’s greatest architecture.

*DK* • 240 pp. • 978-0-7894-9334-7 • $25.00

**Join Penguin Group (USA) Inc’s College Faculty Information Service for personal assistance in selecting books for college courses. See the back of the catalog for more information, or go to:**

www.penguin.com/facinfo

Join Penguin Group (USA) Inc’s College Faculty Information Service for personal assistance in selecting books for college courses. See the back of the catalog for more information, or go to www.penguin.com/facinfo
Ada Louise Huxtable

**FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT**

*A Penguin Lives Biography*

“A fine and unsparing appreciation of an American original.” —*Kirkus Reviews*. A Pulitzer Prize–winning architecture critic takes a fascinating behind-the-scenes look at the art, craft, and life of Frank Lloyd Wright.

**Jill Jonnes**

**CONQUERING GOTHAM**

*The Construction of Penn Station and Its Tunnel*

Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311324-9 • $16.00

For more information see page 12

Raymond Loewy

**INDUSTRIAL DESIGN**

This retrospective of Loewy’s work, including the Coca-Cola bottle, the U.S. Post Office logo, streamlined trains and ocean liners, the Shell and Exxon logos, and the interior of the Concorde, showcases his enduring influence on the look of the twentieth century.

Overlook • 256 pp. • 978-1-58567-985-0 • $45.00

Vahram Muratyan

**PARIS VERSUS NEW YORK**

*The Complete Series of Two Cities*

A deluxe, expanded edition of one artist’s chic and humorous visual homage to two of the world’s most iconic cities. “The graphic designer gives tribute to both cities in visually stimulating ways, using vibrant prints and bold illustrations.” —-*The Daily Beast.*

Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-312383-5 • $35.00

Mark Owenden

**PARIS UNDERGROUND**

*The Maps, Stations, and Design of the Métro*  
Edited by Julian Pepinster and Peter B. Lloyd

More than one thousand maps, diagrams, and photographs along with fascinating factual tidbits and enthusiastic, informed commentary embellish this gorgeous cultural history of the Métro’s design and construction.

Penguin • 176 pp. • 978-0-14-311639-4 • $25.00

**TRANSIT MAPS OF THE WORLD**  
Edited by Mike Ashworth

The first and only comprehensive collection of historic and current maps of every rapid-transit system on earth. “A beautifully illustrated study of the plans that help passengers navigate the world’s metropolitan railway systems.” —*The Times* (London). “An object lesson in information design.” —Wallpaper.

Penguin • 144 pp. • 978-0-14-311265-5 • $25.00

Witold Rybczynski

**LOOKING AROUND**

*A Journey Through Architecture*

“Informative and provocative...an excellent companion in planes, trains, living rooms, kitchens, or parks.” —*The Washington Post*. “His best work to date.” —*The Boston Sunday Globe.*

Penguin • 322 pp. • 978-0-14-016889-1 • $18.00

Also available:  
*Home: A Short History of an Idea* 978-0-14-010231-4;  
*The Most Beautiful House in the World* 978-0-14-010566-7

R. A. Scotti

**BASILICA**

*The Splendor and the Scandal—Building St. Peter’s*

“Astonishing...A sweeping account...Scotti lucidly sketches out the major architectural challenges of the whole project—above all, the building of a dome of unprecedented height—but at the heart of her story are the extraordinary men who brought St. Peter’s into being.” —*The Wall Street Journal.* 16 pp. b/w illustrations. Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-28860-7 • $16.00

Roger Straus III with Ed Breslin and Hugh Van Dusen

**AMERICA’S GREAT RAILROAD STATIONS**

Filled with both new and archival photographs and drawings, this volume is a glorious salute to the institution that transformed our nation.

Viking Studio • 256 pp. • 978-0-670-02311-0 • $40.00

Vitruvius

**ON ARCHITECTURE**  
Translated by Richard Schofield  
Introduction by Robert Taunton

A new, illustrated edition of a foundational work on architecture, engineering, and urban planning. B/w images.

Penguin Classics • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-144168-9 • $18.00

Ed Zotti

**THE BARN HOUSE**

*Confessions of an Urban Rehabber*

In 1993, after more people had fled Chicago for the suburbs than in any other city in America, Ed Zotti and his wife, Mary, chose not only to stay but to gamble their future fixing up a dilapidated Victorian home in a dicey neighborhood on Chicago’s North Side.

NAL • 384 pp. • 978-0-451-22787-4 • $20.00

Marshall Berman

**ALL THAT IS SOLID MELTS INTO AIR**

*The Experience of Modernity*

From a reinterpretation of Karl Marx to the impact of Robert Moses on modern urban living, Berman charts the progress of the 20th-century experience. “A visionary work which by all rights ought to have the impact of such sixties bibles as Growing Up Absurd and Life Against Death.”—*The Village Voice.*

Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-010962-7 • $17.00

Stewart Brand

**WHOLE EARTH DISCIPLINE**

*Why Dense Cities, Nuclear Power, Transgenic Crops, Restored Wildlands, and Geoengineering are Necessary*

“As the title connotes, the writing is about disciplined thinking. Shibboleths, ideological cant, and green fetishes are put to the side with the clarity and expertise gained by years of research and forethought, a mind-bending exploration of what humankind can and must do to retain the mantle of civilization.” —Paul Hawken, author of *Blessed Unrest.*

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311828-2 • $16.00

Jared Diamond

**THE WORLD UNTIL YESTERDAY**

*What Can We Learn from Traditional Societies?*

A firsthand picture of the human past as it had been for millions of years that considers what the differences between that past and our present mean for our lives today. “Ambitious and erudite, drawing on Diamond’s seemingly encyclopedic knowledge of fields such as anthropology, sociology, linguistics, physiology, nutrition and evolutionary biology.” —*The Chicago Tribune.*

Viking • 512 pp. • 978-0-670-02481-0 • $36.00

**COLLAPSE**

*How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed Revised Edition*

“Compelling in its ability to relate the digitized pandemonium of the present to the hushed agrarian sunrises of the past.” —*The New York Times Book Review.*

Penguin • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-311700-1 • $18.00

An Aventis Prize finalist; a *New York Times* and *ALA Notable Book*; a *Boston Globe, Los Angeles Times*, and *Economist Best Book*
Tom Brown
**TOM BROWN’S FIELD GUIDE TO THE FORGOTTEN WILDERNESS**
Tom Brown, Jr. shows readers how to open their eyes to the surprising abundance of natural beauty that can be found in the urban and suburban landscapes of backyards, local parks, highways medians, and even window-sill flower boxes.  
Berkeley • 240 pp. • 978-0-425-09715-1 • $15.00  
Also available: Tom Brown’s Guide to City and Suburban Survival 978-0-425-09172-2

Edward Humes
**GARBOLOGY: Our Dirty Love Affair with Trash**
“This is a horrifying, well-documented, and fascinating study of how profligate waste became a normal part of American consumer behavior and what it's going to take for our society to shift from a disposable economy to a reusable one.”—Library Journal.  
Avery • 304 pp. • 978-1-59333-523-9 • $16.00

Chip Jacobs and William J. Kelly
**SMOGTOWN: The Lung-Burning History of Pollution in Los Angeles**
“This book is just amazing, a gripping story well told, with the requisite plucky scientists (including Arie Haagen-Smit, a Dutch biochemist who was the Elvis of his field), hapless politicians, and a nebulous biochemistry villain who just will not be stopped.”—Booklist (Starred Review).  
Overlook • 384 pp. • 978-1-59558-660-0 • $26.95

Robert Macfarlane
**THE WILD PLACES**
Macfarlane journeys through some of Britain and Ireland’s most remarkable landscapes, looking to find if there are any genuinely wild places left. “An eloquent (and compulsively readable) reminder that, though we’re laying waste the world, nature still holds sway over much of the earth’s surface.”—Bill McKibben.  
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311393-5 • $16.00

David Owen
**THE CONUNDRUM: How Scientific Innovation, Increased Efficiency, and Good Intentions Can Make Our Energy and Climate Problems Worse**
Owen reveals startling realities and ways to apply initially counter-intuitive but common sense approaches to change our modern lives—and the future—for the better.  
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-561-9 • $14.00

David Owen
**GREEN METROPOLIS: Why Living Smaller, Living Closer, and Driving Less are the Keys to Sustainability**
“Owen advances the provocative argument that the asphalt jungle is greener than the places where most Americans live. A hard-hitting book that punctures many eco-balloons.”—Witold Rybczynski, author of *City Life*.  
Riverhead • 368 pp. • 978-1-59448-484-1 • $16.00

Marc Reisner
**A DANGEROUS PLACE: California’s Unsettling Fate**
Reisner leads us through California’s improbable rise from a largely desert land to the most populated state in the nation, and its potential for disaster: both the Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay areas sit astride two of the most violently seismic zones on the planet.  
Penguin • 192 pp. • 978-0-14-200383-1 • $15.00

Ivor van Heerden and Mike Bryan
**THE STORM: What Went Wrong and Why During Hurricane Katrina—The Inside Story from One Louisiana Scientist**
“Van Heerden, the deputy director of the Louisiana State University Hurricane Center, focuses on the science of Katrina...He argues persuasively that the city’s now-famous levee breaches should have been treated like crime scenes.”—The Washington Post. 3 maps, b/w line drawings.  
Penguin • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-017824-1 • $18.00

Novella Carpenter
**FARM CITY**
The Education of an Urban Farmer
Urban and rural collide in this wry, inspiring memoir of a woman who turned a vacant lot in downtown Oakland into a thriving farm. “By turns edgy, moving and hilarious, Farm City marks the debut of a striking new voice in American writing.”—Michael Pollan.  
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311728-5 • $16.00  
Paperback available July 2013

Novella Carpenter and Willow Rosenthal
**THE ESSENTIAL URBAN FARMER**
The author of *Farm City* and a leading urban garden educator share their experience and provide practical blueprints—complete with rich visual material—for novice and experienced growers.  
Penguin • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-311871-8 • $25.00

Stephen Yafa
**COTTON: The Biography of a Revolutionary Fiber**
Traces the cultural, economic, and social history of the “world’s friendliest fiber” from the kingdoms of Mesoamérica to the Gap. “With wit and intelligence, Yafa demonstrates how a good deal of history can be learned by following a single thread.”—Ira Berlin, *The Washington Post*. 16-page b/w photo insert.  
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303722-4 • $15.00

Will Allen
**THE GOOD FOOD REVOLUTION: Growing Healthy Food, People, and Communities**
A pioneering urban farmer points the way to building a new food system that can feed—and heal—communities. Despite financial challenges and daunting odds, Allen built the country’s preeminent urban farm—a food and educational center that now produces enough produce and fish year-round to feed thousands. “Allen gives readers the personal, moving account of a man whose family became part of the last century’s great migration of African Americans out of the South.”—The Los Angeles Times.  
Gotham • 272 pp. • 978-1-59240-710-1 • $26.00  
Gotham • 272 pp. • 978-1-59240-760-6 • $16.00

**THE ESSENTIAL URBAN FARMER**
The author of *Farm City* and a leading urban garden educator share their experience and provide practical blueprints—complete with rich visual material—for novice and experienced growers.  
Penguin • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-311871-8 • $25.00

Sasha Issenberg
**THE SUSHI ECONOMY: The Making of a Modern Delicacy**
The Sushi Economy takes you through sushi’s evolution, from the stalls of Tokyo’s Tsukiji market, to its status today as one of the world’s most coveted luxury foods, tracing the complex economics of the fish trade along the way. “A brilliant look at globalization in practice.”—Steven Johnson.  
Gotham • 352 pp. • 978-1-59240-363-9 • $16.00

**FOOD**
Dan Koeppel
BANANA
The Fate of the Fruit That Changed the World
Fast-paced and highly entertaining, Banana takes us from jungle to supermarket, from corporate boardrooms to kitchen tables around the world. “Place[s] the banana plant in the context of worldwide fruit cultivation...The banana joins oil, sugar, and a host of products that have changed the face of the world.”—Jack Devine, Richard Stockton College of New Jersey.
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-29008-2 • $16.00

Morgan Spurlock
DON’T EAT THIS BOOK
Fast Food and the Supersizing of America
Spurlock examines everything from school lunch programs and the marketing of fast food to the decline of physical education, in this “perfect introduction to ‘Big Food’ and its effect on health.”—(USA Today.)
Berkeley • 320 pp. • 978-0-425-21023-9 • $16.00

David Byrne
BICYCLE DIARIES
A renowned musician and visual artist presents an idiosyncratic behind-the-handlebars view of the world’s cities, from Berlin to Buenos Aires, Istanbul to San Francisco, and Manila to New York.
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-311796-4 • $16.00

Gerald Chertavian
A YEAR UP
Helping Young Adults Move from Poverty to Professional Careers in a Single Year
In 2000, Chertavian dedicated his life and business expertise to founding Year Up, an intensive one-year program that provides otherwise stranded young adults with training, mentorship, internships, and ultimately real jobs. “Lauded by President Barack Obama for its proven innovative approach, Year Up ...provides career training to low-income adults.”—Bloomberg News.
Viking • 368 pp. • 978-0-670-02377-6 • $26.95
Plume • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-312370-5 • $16.00
Paperback available July 2013

Leon Dash
 ROSA LEE
A Mother and Her Family in Urban America
Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-27896-7 • $16.00

Albert-Laszlo Barabasi
LINKED
How Everything Is Connected to Everything Else and What It Means for Business, Science and Everyday Life
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28439-5 • $16.00

Julia Alvarez
ONCE UPON A QUINCEAÑERA
Coming of Age in the USA
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-28830-0 • $16.00

Ira Berlin
THE MAKING OF AFRICAN AMERICA
The Four Great Migrations
“Eloquent, insightful...Berlin broadens his focus, expanding and redefining the contours of African American history. He argues that America’s black past comprised a series of four great migrations over four centuries, each transforming then retransforming what he terms ‘African America.’”—John David Smith, UNC-Chapel Hill Star-Ledger.
Viking • 368 pp. • 978-0-670-02377-6 • $26.95
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59420-421-0; 978-0-14-306505-6 (USA Today.)

Julia Alvarez
THE PACT
Three Young Men Make a Promise and Fulfill a Dream
David Byrne
URBAN STUDIES 2013 • PENGUIN GROUP (USA)
Jason DeParle
AMERICAN DREAM
Three Women, Ten Kids, and a Nation’s Drive to End Welfare
“A detailed, even intimate, study of the effects of welfare reform on three families in Milwaukee, in a way the epicenter of reform….A fascinating account.”—The Washington Post.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-312054-4 • $16.00
See Featured Titles, page 2

Steve Lopez
THE SOLOIST
A Lost Dream, an Unlikely Friendship, and the Redemptive Power of Music
The true story of journalist Steve Lopez’s discovery of Nathaniel Ayers, a former classical bass student at Juilliard, playing his heart out on a two-string violin on Los Angeles’ Skid Row. “An intimate portrait of mental illness, of atrocious social neglect, and the struggle to resurrect a fallen prodigy”—Mark Bowden, author of Black Hawk Down.
Berkeley • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-22600-1 • $15.00

Edward Glaeser
TRIUMPH OF THE CITY
How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier
“A Sidney Hillman Foundation journalism award winner; NYPL Helen Bernstein Award for Excellence in Journalism; A New York Times Notable Book.”
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-303347-7 • $18.00

Mike Rose
THE MIND AT WORK
Valuing the Intelligence of the American Worker
“It’s an eloquent tribute to our working men and women” (Studs Terkel) that uncovers the intellectual demands of the most undervalued work.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-303557-2 • $16.00
Also available: Lives on the Boundary: A Moving Account of the Struggles and Achievements of America’s Educationally Underprepared 978-0-14-303546-6; Possible Lives 978-0-14-023617-0

Eric Klinenberg
GOING SOLO
The Extraordinary Rise and Surprising Appeal of Living Alone
An NYU sociologist explores the sharp increase in Americans living alone—the most significant demographic shift since the baby boom. “A fascinating volume that infuses serious social-science research with captivating personal stories.”—Edward Glaeser, Harvard University.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-312277-7 • $16.00

Jeffrey D. Sachs
COMMON WEALTH
Economics for a Crowded Planet
“A clear and vivid map of the road to sustainable and equitable global prosperity and an augury of the global economic collapse that lies ahead if we don’t follow it. “With powerful illustrations and moving words, he describes what humanity must do if we are to share a common future on this planet.”—Kofi Annan.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-311487-1 • $17.00
Also available: The End of Poverty 978-0-14-303658-6

Jon Savage
TEENAGE
The Prehistory of Youth Culture: 1875-1945
Savage traces the history of youth culture’s development as a commodity and an industry from the urban culture of the turn of the 20th century to its current driving force in the global economy. “Compulsive reading . . . [A] rich, rewarding book that makes an important contribution to cultural history.”—Camille Paglia, The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-025417-0 • $17.00
A San Francisco Chronicle Notable Book

Julie Salamon
HOSPITAL
Man, Woman, Birth, Death, Infinity, Plus Red Tape, Bad Behavior, Money, God and Diversity on Steroids
 “[The] real, true-life drama of the barely controllable chaos that actually rules in a huge metropolitan hospital, by one of America’s best fly-on-the-wall reporters.”—Tom Wolfe.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311536-6 • $17.00

Edward Glaeser
IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
The Search for Community on an American Street, One Sleepover at a Time
The author takes readers inside the homes, minds, and hearts of his neighbors and asks a thought-provoking question: do neighborhoods matter—and is something lost when we live among strangers? “A disarmingly straightforward approach to its subject….Lovenheim does his modest best to create neighborly bonds where none existed, with quiet but real results.”—The Washington Post Book World.
Perigee • 256 pp. • 978-0-399-53647-2 • $13.95

Roger Lowenstein
WHILE AMERICA AGED
How Pension Debts Ruined General Motors, Stopped the NYC Subways, Bankrupted San Diego, and Loom as the Next Financial Crisis
Chronicles three fascinating pension cases: the collapse of the over-obligated General Motors, the pension strike that halted New York City’s subways and effectively shut down the city, and the scandalous bankruptcy of San Diego.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311538-0 • $16.00

Peter Lovenheim
AMERICA’S FUTURE
The Extraordinary Rise and Surprising Appeal of Living Alone
“A Sidney Hillman Foundation journalism award winner; NYPL Helen Bernstein Award for Excellence in Journalism; A New York Times Notable Book.”
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-303437-7 • $18.00

Jon Savage
THE END OF POVERTY
A Lost Dream, an Unlikely Friendship, and the Redemptive Power of Music
The true story of journalist Steve Lopez’s discovery of Nathaniel Ayers, a former classical bass student at Juilliard, playing his heart out on a two-string violin on Los Angeles’ Skid Row. “An intimate portrait of mental illness, of atrocious social neglect, and the struggle to resurrect a fallen prodigy”—Mark Bowden, author of Black Hawk Down.
Berkeley • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-22600-1 • $15.00

David Lida
FIRST STOP IN THE NEW WORLD
Mexico City, the Capital of the 21st Century
A literary portrait of this vibrant, seductive, paradoxical city now commanding the world’s attention. “[Lida] is a perceptive, empathetic observer of his adopted home, and in non-showy, unflinching prose he sketches a charmingly idiosyncratic, yet remarkable comprehensive portrait of one of the planet’s most misinterpreted urban spaces.”—Los Angeles Times.
Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-59448-378-3 • $16.00

Julie Salamon
HOSPITAL
Man, Woman, Birth, Death, Infinity, Plus Red Tape, Bad Behavior, Money, God and Diversity on Steroids
 “[The] real, true-life drama of the barely controllable chaos that actually rules in a huge metropolitan hospital, by one of America’s best fly-on-the-wall reporters.”—Tom Wolfe.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311536-6 • $17.00

TRY OUR ONLINE TABLE OF CONTENTS FEATURE
Log on to www.penguin.com/toc where a new feature allows you to quick search by ISBN for the tables of contents to hundreds of Penguin Group (USA) academic titles.
Joni Seager
THE PENGUIN ATLAS OF WOMEN IN THE WORLD Revised and Updated Fourth Edition
The most up-to-date global perspective on how women are living today across continents and cultures
Penguin • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-311493-2 • $22.00

Clay Shirky
HERE COMES EVERYBODY
The Power of Organizing without Organizations
An examination of how the wildfire-like spread of new forms of social interaction enabled by technology is changing the way humans form groups and exist within them, with profound long-term economic and social effects—for good and for ill. “An absorbing guide to the future of society itself.”—Steven Johnson.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311949-9 • $16.00
Also available: Cognitive Surplus 978-0-14-311958-6

Dan Smith
THE PENGUIN STATE OF THE WORLD ATLAS
Ninth Revised Edition
Completely revised and updated, this atlas presents the latest statistics on communications and information technology, international trade, globalization of work, aging and new health risks, food and water, energy resources and consumption, global warming and biodiversity, literacy, gender equality, wars and peacekeeping, and more. Full-color maps.
Penguin • 144 pp. • 978-0-14-312265-4 • $22.00

Laurence C. Smith
THE WORLD IN 2050
Four Forces Shaping Civilization’s Northern Future
Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-29747-0 • $16.00

Rebecca Solnit
A PARADISE BUILT IN HELL
The Extraordinary Communities That Arise in Disaster
Solnit looks at major calamities throughout recent history, examining how disaster throws people into a temporary utopia of changed states of mind and social possibilities. “This new, highly readable mixture of history and first-hand reporting reflects several decades of thinking about what makes for true communities.”—Adam Hochschild.
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311807-7 • $16.00
A New York Times Notable Book

Michael Specter
DENIALISM
How Irrational Thinking Hinders Scientific Progress, Harms the Planet, and Threatens Our Lives
“A lucid and insightful book about a very frightening and irrational phenomenon...A superb and convincing work.”—Malcolm Gladwell. “Brilliant...explores the dangerous ways in which scientific progress can be misunderstood.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311831-2 • $16.00

Héctor Tobar
TRANSLATION NATION
Defining a New American Identity in the Spanish-Speaking United States
“[Makes] the tremendous diversity, dynamism and geographical breadth of our blossoming Hispanic population come alive.”—The Washington Post.
Riverhead • 368 pp. • 978-1-59448-444-5 • $16.00

Sudhir Venkatesh
FLOATING CITY
A Rogue Sociologist Lost and Found in New York’s Underground Economy
Penguin Press • 256 pp. • 978-1-59420-416-6 • $27.95
See Featured Titles, page 3

GANG LEADER FOR A DAY
A Rogue Sociologist Takes to the Streets
“Venkatesh entered the Chicago gang world at the height of the crack epidemic and what he found was a tightly organized community, held together by friendship and compassion as well as force.”—Barbara Ehrenreich.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311493-2 • $16.00

Thomas C. Wheeler, editor
THE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE
Nine narratives express “the anguish of becoming American.” CONTRIBUTORS: Mario Puzo, Jared Snow, Hong-won, William Alfred, Eugene Boe, Jack Aguero, Czeslaw Milosz, John A. Williams, and Alan Pryce-Jones.
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-015446-7 • $15.00

Adrian Wojnarowski
THE MIRACLE OF ST. ANTHONY
A Season with Coach Bob Hurley and Basketball’s Most Improbable Dynasty
In Jersey City, a city mired in endless decay, where the youth suffer through all the horrors of urban blight, a singular basketball genius takes teenagers to victory on the hardwood.
Gotham • 424 pp. • 978-1-592-40186-4 • $16.00

Alan Beattie
FALSE ECONOMY
A Surprising Economic History of the World
A leading economic writer weaves together elements of economics, history, politics, and human stories, revealing how governments and countries make concrete choices that can determine whether they remain a rich or poor nation. “[A] thorough examination of economies from the age of empire to the age of the IMF...Beattie’s analysis dazzles with particulars.”—The Washington Post.
Riverhead • 368 pp. • 978-1-59448-444-5 • $16.00

AMERICAS

Charles V. Bagli
OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY
Inside the Housing Crisis and the Demise of the Greatest Real Estate Deal Ever Made
The New York Times reporter who first broke the story of the sale of Stuyvesant Town takes readers inside the most spectacular failure in real estate history, using this single deal as a lens to see how and why the real estate crisis happened.
Dutton • 320 pp. • 978-0-525-95265-7 • $27.95

Join Penguin Group (USA) Inc.’s College Faculty Information Service for personal assistance in selecting books for college courses. See the back of the catalog for more information, or go to: www.penguin.com/facinfo
HISTORY OF HIP-HOP

Dan Charnas

THE BIG PAYBACK
The History of the Business of Hip-Hop
“Pulitzer-level reporting”—Spin. “As gripping and dense as a prime Jay-Z rhyme...Charnas has done a real service to pop history.”—New York Daily News.
NAL • 672 pp. • 978-0-451-23478-0 • $16.00

Nelson George

CITY KID
A Writer’s Memoir of Ghetto Life and Post-Soul Success
Culture critic George remembers growing up in the crime-ridden Brownsville section of Brooklyn during the 1960s and ’70s, and the emergence of black artists in the 80s and 90s.
Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-29604-6 • $14.00

HIP HOP AMERICA
New Introduction by the author
The definitive account of the society-altering collision between black youth culture and the mass media. “An immensely readable survey of rap and its wide cultural impact.”—Philadelphia Inquirer.
Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-303515-2 • $15.00

Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award in Criticism
Also available: The Death of Rhythm and Blues 978-0-14-200408-1; The James Brown Reader 978-0-452-28946-8; Post-Soul Nation 978-0-14-303447-6

Steve Stoute

THE TANNING OF AMERICA
How Hip-Hop Created a Culture That Rewrote the Rules of the New Economy
The business marketing genius at the forefront of today’s entertainment marketing revolution helps corporate America get hip to today’s new consumer—the tan generation. Exploring how the “tanning” phenomenon raised a generation of black, Hispanic, white, and Asian consumers who have the same “mental complex-ion” based on shared experiences and values, Stoute argues that there is a language gap that must be bridged in order to engage the most powerful market force in the history of commerce.
Gotham • 304 pp. • 978-1-59240-738-5 • $16.00

Mark Kurlansky

READY FOR A BRAND NEW BEAT
Why the 1964 Motown Hit “Dancing in the Street” Will Live Forever
The story of the civil rights movement’s genesis, a tumultuous period of American politics, and the summer of 1964, told through the lens of one iconic song of the summer and its evolving meanings.
Riverhead • 240 pp. • 978-1-59448-722-4 • $27.95
Available July 2013

Charlie LeDuff

DETROIT
An American Autopsy
Penguin Press • 272 pp. • 978-1-59420-534-7 • $27.95
See Featured Titles, page 3

Chad Millman and Shawn Coyne

THE ONES WHO HIT THE HARDEST
The Steelers, the Cowboys, the ’70s, and the Fight for America’s Soul
“A lyrical volume that is as much a social history of Pittsburgh in the 1970s as a chronicle of the Steelers’ early glory years.”—The Wall Street Journal.
Gotham • 336 pp. • 978-1-59240-665-4 • $16.00

Douglas Perry

THE GIRLS OF MURDER CITY
Fame, Lust, and the Beautiful Killers Who Inspired Chicago
“Behind Chicago there was a sexy, swaggering, historical tale in no need of a soundtrack.”—The Wall Street Journal.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311922-7 • $16.00

Peter Quinn

LOOKING FOR JIMMY
A Search for Irish America
“A timely reminder that controversy over immigration exists very much as part of a continuum.”—The New York Times.
Overlook • 288 pp. • 978-1-59020-023-0 • $16.00

Bill Reynolds

RISE OF A DYNASTY
The ’57 Celtics, the First Banner, and the Dawning of a New America
“Engaging...The final series between clubs from two of America’s most parochial cities produced riveting drama from the sport’s biggest names.”—The Boston Globe.
NAL • 304 pp. • 978-0-451-23480-3 • $15.00

Bill Reynolds

’78
The Boston Red Sox, a Historic Game, and a Divided City
This cultural history recounts the epic playoff game against the Yankees and delves into the social issues that divided Boston that summer.
NAL • 320 pp. • 978-0-451-22922-9 • $15.00

Paul Starobin

FIVE ROADS TO THE FUTURE
Power in the Next Global Age
Following an insightful study of America’s global ascendency, Starobin provides the reasons for America’s waning influence and explores five possible paths for the future: A global chaos that could be dark or happy; a multipolar order of nation-states; a global Chinese imperium; an age of global city-states; or a universal civilization leading to world government.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311736-0 • $16.00

Fanny Trollope

DOMESTIC MANNERS OF THE AMERICANS
Edited with an Introduction by Pamela Neville-Sington
“The best chronicle of the home and domestic life in antebellum America—and of its municipal buildings, churches, museums, theaters, cities, and towns.”—Lingua Franca.
Penguin Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-043561-0 • $17.00

Robert M. Utley

LONE STAR LAWMEN
The Second Century of the Texas Rangers
Highlighting the gradual evolution of this celebrated force, Utley reveals how the outlaw-pursuing horseback riders of yesteryear became a modern law enforcement agency combating urban crime in Texas’s big cities.
Berkeley • 448 pp. • 978-0-425-21938-6 • $18.00

Bruce Watson

BREAD AND ROSES
Mills, Migrants, and the Struggle for the American Dream
“Watson dramatically and effectively brings back to life the 1912 Lawrence strike...He carefully lays out the ideological beliefs and personal circumstances of the conflict's many principal actors.”—Chicago Tribune.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-303735-4 • $16.00

FREEDOM SUMMER
The Savage Season of 1964 That Made Mississippi Burn and Made America a Democracy
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311943-2 • $17.00
NEW YORK CITY

Moustafa Bayoumi

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A PROBLEM?
Being Young and Arab in America

“In relating the gripping personal stories of seven young Arab and Muslim Americans from Brooklyn... Bayoumi reveals the feelings and frustrations of the current era’s scapegoats, who can be demonized, profiled, and reviled without fear of sanction.”—Rashid Khalidi, Columbia University.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311541-0 • $16.00

Deborah Blum

THE POISONER’S HANDBOOK
Murder and the Birth of Forensic Medicine in Jazz Age New York

Pulitzer Prize-winning science writer Deborah Blum follows New York City’s first forensic scientists to discover a fascinating Jazz Age story of chemistry and detection, poison and murder.
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311882-4 • $16.00

Andrew Carnegie

THE “GOSPEL OF WEALTH” ESSAYS AND OTHER WRITINGS
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by David Nasaw

Carnegie’s beliefs on wealth, poverty, the public good, and capitalism.
Penguin Classics • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-303989-1 • $12.00

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ANDREW CARNEGIE AND THE GOSPEL OF WEALTH
Introduction by Gordon Hutner

Signet Classics • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-53038-7 • $6.95

Danny Danziger

MUSEUM
Behind the Scenes at the Metropolitan Museum of Art

With a New Afterword by the Author
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311426-0 • $17.00

John Farmer

THE GROUND TRUTH
The Untold Story of America Under Attack on 9/11

“A precise and reliable accounting of what happened has been absent until now. This is it.”—The New York Times
Riverhead • 432 pp. • 978-1-59448-478-0 • $16.00

Joe Flood

THE FIRES
How a Computer Formula, Big Ideas, and the Best of Intentions Burned Down New York City—and Determined the Future of Cities

“In a story that reads like an epic novel, Joe Flood illustrates for us just how our greatest city declined and completely fell apart forty years ago, at the hands of a managing elite who believed they could plan, organize, and control a city by studying computer trends and implementing lofty plans.”—Dennis Smith, author of Report from Ground Zero.
Riverhead • 368 pp. • 978-1-59448-506-0 • $16.00

Nelson George

CITY KID
A Writer’s Memoir of Ghetto Life and Post-Soul Success

“Great New Writers Award 3rd place Finalist
Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-29604-6 • $14.00
See History of Hip Hop, page 11

Phoebe Hoban

BASQUIAT
A Quick Killing in Art

With a New Afterword by the Author
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303512-1 • $18.00
A New York Times Notable Book

Washington Irving

A HISTORY OF NEW YORK
Introduction and Notes by Elizabeth L. Bradley

Irving’s satire of New York’s fifty years under Dutch rule, which played fast and loose with the facts, and provided the city with its first self-portrait.
Penguin Classics • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-310561-9 • $16.00

Jill Jonnes

CONQUERING GOTHAM
The Construction of Penn Station and Its Tunnels

Jonnes...makes the movers and shakers—and the nay-sayers—come alive on the pages of her engrossing book about the tragic failures and heroic successes of engineers and railroad magnates wishing to cross the Hudson River.”—Henry Petrosky, Duke University.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311324-9 • $17.00
See also Effie’s Tower page 15

Justin Kaplan

WHEN THE ASTORS OWNED NEW YORK
Blue-Bloods and Grand Hotels in a Gilded Age

“At once social history and cultural anthropology...a distillation of a place and of a time by a smiling and sardonic observer.”—David Aaron, Harvard University. “Kaplan gives us a slice of Manhattan's history that reaches across three centuries....No one since [Henry] James has written with such ease and grace about the era of excess.”—Megan Marshall, author of The Peabody Sisters.
Plume • 208 pp. • 978-0-452-28858-4 • $15.00

Chris Knutsen and Valerie Steiker, editors

BROOKLYN WAS MINE
Introduction by Phillip Lopate

Contributors include Emily Barton, Susan Choi, Rachel Cline, Philip Dray, Jennifer Egan, Colin Harrison, Joanna Hershon, Jonathan Lethem, Dinaw Mengestu, Elizabeth Gaffney, Lara Vapnyar, Lawrence Osborne, Katie Roiphe, John Burnham Schwartz, Vijay Seshadri, Darcey Steinke, Darin Strauss, Alexandra Styron, Robert Sullivan, Michael Thomas.
Riverhead • 240 pp. • 978-1-59448-282-3 • $16.00

Phillip Lopate, editor

WRITING NEW YORK
A Literary Anthology

“This collection of articles written during Marx’s 11-year tenure at the Tribune presents his views on a wide range of issues.”—The New York Times.
Plume • 1,050 pp. • 978-1-59853-021-6 • $24.95

Karl Marx

DISPATCHES FOR THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE
Selected Journalism of Karl Marx
Edited with an Introduction by James Ledbetter
Foreword by Francis Wheen

This collection of articles written during Marx’s 11-year tenure at the Tribune presents his views on a wide range of issues.
Penguin Classics • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-144192-4 • $15.00

Go to us.penguin.com/newsletters to sign up for the Penguin Classics Newsletter, to get all the latest information on new books for your courses.
David Nasaw

**ANDREW CARNEGIE**

“In this lucid, meticulous, and finely detailed biography, David Nasaw has delivered the authoritative volume on Andrew Carnegie that we have long awaited.” —Ron Chernow.

Penguin • 896 pp. • 978-0-14-311244-0 • $20.00

Winner of the New York Historical Society Book Prize, a New York Times Notable Book, a BusinessWeek Book of the Year

Dennis Smith

**A DECADE OF HOPE**

_Stories of Grief and Endurance from 9/11 Families and Friends_


Viking • 384 pp. • 978-0-670-02293-9 • $26.95

Daniel Stashower

**THE BEAUTIFUL CIGAR GIRL**

_Mary Rogers, Edgar Allan Poe, and the Invention of Murder_

“(An) atmospheric, suspenseful re-creation of a crime, a city, and a writer as doomed as the victim he wrote about.” —The New York Times.

Riverhead • 400 pp. • 978-0-425-21782-5 • $21.00

Paula Uruburu

**AMERICAN EVE**

_Evelyn Nesbit, Stanford White, the Birth of the “It” Girl and the Crime of the Century_

“Wonderfully absorbing . . . A lurid tabloid story of yore brought to fresh life and relevance with remarkable insight, verve and wisdom. Old New York is laid bare in all its decadence and the cult of pubescent beauty traced to its source, all with worldliness, wit, humor, compassion, and suspense.” —Phillip Lopate.

Riverhead • 400 pp. • 978-1-59448-369-1 • $17.00

Sudhir Venkatesh

**FLOATING CITY**

_A Rogue Sociologist Lost and Found in New York’s Underground Economy_

Penguin Press • 256 pp. • 978-1-59420-416-6 • $27.95

See Featured Titles, page 3

See also Gang Leader for a Day, page 9

Michael Middleditch

**THE NEW YORK MAPGUIDE**


Penguin • 64 pp. • 978-0-14-029459-0 • $10.00

For more New York titles, including Ragged Dick and Maggie: A Girl of the Streets, see Classics of Urban Literature, page 18

Leila Ahmed

**A BORDER PASSAGE**

_From Cairo to America—A Woman’s Journey With a New Afterword_

As a young woman in Cairo in the 1940s and ’50s, Ahmed witnessed some of the major transformations of this century—the end of British colonialism, the creation of Israel, the rise of Arab nationalism, and the breakdown of Egypt’s once multicultural society. “[A] richly insightful account of the inner conflicts of a generation coming of age during and after the collapse of European imperialism.” —_The New York Times Book Review._

Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-312192-3 • $16.00

William Dalrymple

**CITY OF DJINNS**

_A Year in Delhi_

“Delightful...surely one of the funniest books about India.” —The Times Literary Supplement. Peels back the layers of Delhi’s centuries-old history, revealing an extraordinary array of characters along the way—from eunuchs to descendants of great Moguls. B/w illustrations throughout.

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-020100-4 • $16.00

Amy Dockser Marcus

**JERUSALEM 1913**

_The Origins of the Arab-Israeli Conflict_

Though the origins of the Arab-Israeli conflict have traditionally been traced to the British Mandate (1920–1948) that ended with the creation of the Israeli state, a new generation of scholars has taken the investigation further back, to the Ottoman period. The first popular account of this key era, _Jerusalem 1913_ shows us a cosmopolitan city whose religious tolerance crumbled before the onset of Zionism and its corresponding nationalism on both sides—a conflict that could have been resolved were it not for the onset of World War I. “Richly insightful, highly readable.” —San Francisco Journal. B/w photos, maps.

Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-311328-7 • $15.00

John Freely

**ISTANBUL**

_The Imperial City_

“The handiest single volume to take with you as you explore this most intriguing of cities.” —Scottsman. 125 b/w illustrations, 3 maps.

Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-024461-8 • $17.00
Paul French

**Midnight in Peking**

How the Murder of a Young Englishwoman Haunted the Last Days of Old China

“Never less than fascinating...one of the best portraits of between-the-wars China that has yet been written.”

Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-312336-1 • $16.00

Alexandra Harney

**The China Price**

The True Cost of Chinese Competitive Advantage

In this landmark work of investigative reporting, former Financial Times correspondent Alexandra Harney uncovers a story of immense significance to us all: how China’s factory economy gains a competitive edge by selling out its workers, environment, and future.

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311486-4 • $16.00

Tony Horwitz

**Baghdad Without a Map**

And Other Misadventures in Arabia

“Presents the turbulent Middle East from the vantage point of the ‘man in the street,’ whom we meet in traditional Yemeni villages, sophisticated Cairo, regimented Libya, disintegrating Sudan, a luxury hotel in the United Arab Emirates, and a seedy Baghdad night club.”—Library Journal. “A very funny and frequently insightful look at the world’s most combustible region.”—The New York Times Book Review.

Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-26745-9 • $16.00

Steve Inskeep

**Instant City**

Life and Death in Karachi


Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-312216-6 • $16.00

Akash Kapur

**India Becoming**

A Portrait of Life in Modern India

“Offers a corrective to a simplistic ‘new, happy narrative’ of a rising India.”—The Economist. “Takes us into the minds and hearts of Indians seeking to adapt to a society changing at disconcerting speed.”—Financial Times.

Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-653-1 • $16.00

Gwendolyn Leick

**Mesopotamia**

The Invention of the City

“As Leick convincingly shows, Mesopotamian antiquity has as much interest as, and even greater importance than, Egypt.”—The Independent.

Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-026574-3 • $17.00

Nandan Nilekani

**Imagining India**

The Idea of a Renewed Nation

Imagining India charts the ideas that are crucial to India’s current infrastructure revolution and quest for universal literacy, urbanization, and unification; maps the ideological battlegrounds of caste, higher education, and labor reform; and argues that only a safety net of ideas—from social security to public health to the environment—can transcend political agendas and safeguard India’s economic future.

Penguin • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-311667-7 • $17.00

Justin Pollard and Howard Reid

**The Rise and Fall of Alexandria**

Birthplace of the Modern Mind

An engrossing exploration of the city that was the intellectual center of the ancient world. “A marvelous work, a sweeping narrative, as grand as it is unusual. Pollard and Reid breathe life into the dust of philosophers and kings”—Barry Strauss, author of The Trojan War, A New History.

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311251-8 • $17.00

Vinay Rai and William Simon

**Think India**

The Rise of the World’s Next Great Power and What It Means for Every American

“Deserves to be widely read by anyone who wants to understand the great twenty-first-century economic and political power that India promises to be.”—Bill Emmott, former editor in chief of The Economist.

Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28958-1 • $16.00

Georges Roux

**Ancient Iraq**

Third Edition

Containing information from recent excavations and discovered artifacts, Ancient Iraq covers the political, cultural, and socio-economic history from Mesopotamia days of prehistory to the Christian era. Photographs, maps, chronological tables, and notes.

Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-012523-8 • $18.00

Francoise Barret-Ducrocq

**Love in the Time of Victoria**

Sexuality and Desire Among Working-Class Men and Women in Nineteenth-Century London

Using firsthand documents uncovered in the archives of a London foundling hospital, Barret-Ducrocq offers a marvelously acute census of Victorian sexual and moral attitudes.

Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-017326-0 • $16.00

Antony Beevor and Artemis Cooper

**Paris After the Liberation 1944–1949**

“A serious attempt to understand France’s continuing war with herself, the intellectuals’ obsession with revolutionary change, and the uncomfortable relationship between France and the United States.”—The New York Times.

Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-243792-6 • $18.00

John Berendt

**The City of Falling Angels**

“Offers a corrective to a simplistic ‘new, happy narrative’ of a rising India.”—The Economist. “Takes us into the minds and hearts of Indians seeking to adapt to a society changing at disconcerting speed.”—Financial Times.

Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-653-1 • $16.00

TOM SCOCCA

**Beijing Welcomes You**

Unveiling the Capital City of the Future

“Wry [and] knowing...a street-level introduction to a city that’s at once the world’s center and its back office, a place where you can feel on the top of the pile and on the bottom, all at once.”—The Christian Science Monitor. “A revealing and well-written report on what we should know and understand about 21st-century China.”—Gay Talese.

Riverhead • 432 pp. • 978-1-59448-580-0 • $16.00

**Europe**

John Berendt

**The City of Falling Angels**

“Offers a corrective to a simplistic ‘new, happy narrative’ of a rising India.”—The Economist. “Takes us into the minds and hearts of Indians seeking to adapt to a society changing at disconcerting speed.”—Financial Times.

Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-653-1 • $16.00
Go to us.penguinputts.com/newsletters to sign up for the Penguin Classics Newsletter, to get all the latest information on new books for your courses.
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Caleb Crain
**NECESSARY ERRORS**
“Necessary Errors is a tender, immersive, insightful novel. Its author builds with affection a world large and small—of early-nineties Prague…and the hopeful stages of love.”—Chad Harbach, author of *The Art of Fielding*.
Penguin • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-312241-8 • $16.00

Don DeLillo
**GREAT JONES STREET**
A penetrating look at rock and roll’s merger of art, commerce and urban decay, Great Jones Street “reflects our era’s nightmares and hallucinations with all appropriate lurid, tawdry shades.” (The Cleveland Plain Dealer)
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-017917-0 • $16.00

Junot Díaz
**THE BRIEF WONDROUS LIFE OF OSCAR WAO**
“Funny, street smart and keenly observed….An extraordinarily vibrant book that’s fueled by adrenaline powered prose, it’s confidently steered through several decades of history by a madcap, magpie voice that’s equally at home talking about Tolkien and Trujillo, anime movies and ancient Dominican curses, sexual shenanigans at Rutgers University and secret police raids in Santo Domingo.”—Michiko Kakutani, *The New York Times*

Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-017917-0 • $16.00

Steven Galloway
**THE CELLIST OF SARAJEVO**
In a city ravaged by war, a musician plays his cello for twenty-two days at the site of a mortar attack, in memory of the fallen. “A gripping story of Sarajevo under siege.”—J. M. Coetzee.
Riverhead • 256 pp. • 978-1-59448-365-3 • $15.00

Alex Gilvarry
**FROM THE MEMOIRS OF A NON-ENEMY COMBATANT**
Boyet Hernandez is a small man with a big American dream when he arrives in New York in 2002, fresh out of design school in Manila. But mere weeks after a high-end retail order promises to catapult his label to the big time, the flamboyant ex-Catholic Boyet is brought to Guantanamo Bay, handed a Koran, and locked away indefinitely on suspicion of being a terrorist.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-312306-4 • $16.00

Mohsin Hamid
**HOW TO GET FILTHY RICH IN RISING ASIA**
The astonishing and riveting tale of a man’s journey from impoverished rural boy to corporate tycoon, *How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia* steals its shape from the business self-help books devoured by ambitious youths all over “rising Asia.” "A dazzling stylistic tour de force; a love story disguised as a self-help guide, freighted with sly social satire. As timely and timeless a novel as I’ve read in years.”—Jay McInerney, author of *Bright Lights, Big City*.
Riverhead Hardcover • 240 pp. • 978-1-59448-729-3 • $26.95
Also available: Clash of Civilizations Over an Elevator in Piazza Vittorio 978-1-933372-61-7

Rona Jaffe
**THE BEST OF EVERYTHING**
A new edition of the iconic 1958 bestseller of ambitious career girls in New York City. “A classic of its kind. The dialogue is real, the people are real. It has the shock of authenticity.”—Saturday Review.
Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-303529-9 • $16.00

Jon Fasman
**THE UNPOSSESSED CITY**
A young American finds himself adrift in Russia amid murderous bureaucrats, Central Asian mobsters, and a conspiracy to sell Soviet bioweapons to the highest bidder.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311615-8 • $15.00

Ezra Jack Keats
**KEAT’S NEIGHBORHOOD**
Written in a tender, immersive, insightful novel. Its author builds with affection a world large and small—of early-nineties Prague…and the hopeful stages of love.”—Chad Harbach, author of *The Art of Fielding*.
Penguin • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-312241-8 • $16.00

Jean Kwok
**GIRL IN TRANSLATION**
Written in an indelible voice that dramatizes the tensions of a Chinese-American girl growing up between two cultures, surrounded by a language and world only half understood, *Girl in Translation* is an unforgettable and classic novel of an American immigrant. “The author draws upon her own experience as a child laborer in New York, which adds a poignant layer to *Girl in Translation*.”—USA Today.
Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-59448-515-2 • $15.00

Amara Lakhous
**DIVORCE ISLAMIC STYLE**
In 2005, the Italian secret service has received intelligence that a group of Muslim immigrants based in the Viale Marconi neighborhood of Rome is planning a terrorist attack. Christian Mazzari, a young Sicilian who speaks perfect Arabic, goes undercover to infiltrate the group and to learn who its leaders are. “Do we have an Italian Camus on our hands? Just possibly...No recent Italian novel so elegantly and directly confronts the ‘new Italy’”—*The Philadelphia Inquirer*.
Europa • 192 pp. • 978-1-60945-066-3 • $15.00
Also available: Clash of Civilizations Over an Elevator in Piazza Vittorio 978-1-933372-61-7

Adam Mansbach
**RAGE IS BACK**
Kilroy Dondi Vance is an eighteen-year-old mixed-race Brooklynite who deals pot and goes to prep school on scholarship, all while growing up in the shadow of his absentee father, Billy Rage, a legendary graffiti writer who disappeared from New York City in 1989 following a public feud with MTA police chief Anastacio Bracken.
Viking • 304 pp. • 978-0-670-02612-8 • $25.95
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-218048-8 • $16.00
Paperback available September 2013

Dinaw Mengestu
**THE BEAUTIFUL THINGS THAT HEAVEN BEARS**
“This is a great African novel, a great Washington novel and a great American novel.”—*The New York Times* Book Review. “A searing novel...of expatriate loneliness and urban despair.”—*The New Yorker*.
Riverhead • 240 pp. • 978-1-59448-285-4 • $15.00
Winner of the Guardian First Book Award; a *New York Times* Notable Book; a National Book Foundation’s “5 Under 35” recipient
Ayn Rand

THE FOUNTAINHEAD

Afterword by Leonard Peikoff

An inspiring story of a brilliant architect’s battle against the world’s standards and conventions.

Signet • 720 pp. • 978-0-451-19115-1 • $9.99
Plume • 752 pp. • 978-0-452-28637-5 • $24.00
Free Teacher’s Guide available at us.penguin group.com/tguides

ATLAS SHRUGGED

50th Anniversary Edition
Introduction by Leonard Peikoff

Set in a near-future U.S.A. whose economy is collapsing as a result of the mysterious disappearance of leading innovators and industrialists, this novel presents an astounding panorama of human life—from the productive genius who becomes a worthless playboy...to the great steel industrialist who does not know that he is working for his own destruction.

Signet • 1,088 pp. • 978-0-451-19114-4 • $9.99

Centennial Edition
Plume • 1,192 pp. • 978-0-452-28636-8 • $25.00
Also available in Plume standard trade edition: 978-0-452-01187-8, $25.00

Duong Thu Huong

MEMORIES OF A PURE SPRING

Translated by Nina McPherson and Phan Huay Duong

Huong draws on her own experiences to describe life at the battlefield, the conditions of a “re-education” camp, and the texture and rhythm of a provincial Vietnamese city. “A Vietnamese Farewell to Arms”—Richard Bernstein, The New York Times.

Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-029843-7 • $17.00

William Vollmann

THE ROYAL FAMILY

A searing fictional trip through a San Francisco underworld populated by prostitutes, drug addicts, and urban spiritual seekers. “His most harrowing and fully developed work of fiction yet.”—The Boston Globe.

Penguin • 800 pp. • 978-0-14-100200-2 • $20.00
Also available: Imperial 978-0-14-311840-4

Stephen Crane

MAGGIE: A Girl of the Streets
And Other Tales of New York
Edited with an Introduction by Larzer Ziff

“A powerful, severe, and harshly comic portrayal of Irish immigrant life in lower New York exactly a century ago.”—Alfred Kazin. This volume includes “George’s Mother” and other tales and sketches of New York written between 1892 and 1896.

Penguin Classics • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-043797-3 • $12.00

Daniel Defoe

MOLL FLANDERS
The Fortunes and Misfortunes of the Famous Moll Flanders
Edited with an Introduction by David Blewett

Based on the first edition of 1722, this volume includes a chronology, notes on currency and maps of London and Virginia in the late seventeenth century.

Penguin Classics • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-043313-5 • $11.00
Afterword by Regina Baracca
Signet Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-52985-5 • $5.95

Jane Addams

TWENTY YEARS AT HULL-HOUSE

Foreword by Henry Steele Commager

Signet Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-52739-4 • $7.95

Horatio Alger, Jr.

RAGGED DICK and STRUGGLING UPWARD

Introduction by Carl Bode

Alger’s characteristic theme of youths achieving the American dream is presented in these two tales, reflecting 19th-century life.

Penguin Classics • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-039033-9 • $12.00

RAGGED DICK
or Street Life in New York with the Boot Blacks

Introduction by Michael Meyer

Signet Classics • 208 pp. • 978-0-451-52983-1 • $5.95
FREE TEACHER’S GUIDE available at http://us.penguin group.com/tguides

Charles Dickens

HARD TIMES
Edited with an Introduction by Kate Flint

Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-134967-9 • $9.00

Introduction by Frederick Busch
Afterword by Jane Smiley
Signet Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-53099-8 • $4.95

SELECTED JOURNALISM: 1850–1870
Edited with an Introduction by David Pascoc

“[Dickens’s] sense of himself as a particular man in a particular place and time is apparent in every sentence.”—Jane Smiley, Los Angeles Times Sunday Book Review.

Penguin Classics • 688 pp. • 978-0-14-043580-1 • $20.00

SKETCHES BY BOZ
Edited with an Introduction by Dennis Walder
Original Illustrations by George Cruikshank

Dickens’s first book is a wonderful miscellany of reportage, observation, fancy, and fiction—all centering on the teeming metropolis of London.

Penguin Classics • 688 pp. • 978-0-14-043345-6 • $18.00

Zadie Smith

NW

Zadie Smith’s brilliant tragi-comic new novel follows four Londoners—Leah, Natalie, Felix and Nathan—as they try to make adult lives outside of Caldwell, the council estate of their childhood. Depicting the modern urban zone, Smith’s NW is a quietly devastating novel of encounters, mercurial and vital, like the city itself. “NW represents a deliberate undoing; an unpacking of Smith’s abundant narrative gifts to find a deeper truth, audacious and painful as that truth may be. The result is that rare thing, a book that is radical and passionate and real.”—The New York Times.

Penguin Press • 416 pp. • 978-1-59420-397-8 • $26.95
Penguin • 416-978-0-14-312393-4 • $16.00
Paperback available September 2013

Try our Online Table of Contents Feature

Log on to www.penguin.com/toc where a new feature allows you to quick search by ISBN for the tables of contents to hundreds of Penguin Group (USA) academic titles.

A girl of the streets

Alfred Kazin. This volume includes “George’s Mother” and other tales and sketches of New York written between 1892 and 1896.

Penguin Classics • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-043797-3 • $12.00

Daniel Defoe

MOLL FLANDERS
The Fortunes and Misfortunes of the Famous Moll Flanders
Edited with an Introduction by David Blewett

Based on the first edition of 1722, this volume includes a chronology, notes on currency and maps of London and Virginia in the late seventeenth century.

Penguin Classics • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-043313-5 • $11.00
Afterword by Regina Baracca
Signet Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-52985-5 • $5.95

A JOURNAL OF THE PLAGUE YEAR
Revised Edition

Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Cynthia Wall

Penguin Classics • 366 pp. • 978-0-14-043785-0 • $11.00
Also in Penguin Classics: Roxana, Or The Fortunate Mistress
978-0-14-043149-0

Charles Dickens

HARD TIMES
Edited with an Introduction by Kate Flint

Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-134967-9 • $9.00

Introduction by Frederick Busch
Afterword by Jane Smiley
Signet Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-53099-8 • $4.95

SELECTED JOURNALISM: 1850–1870
Edited with an Introduction by David Pascoc

“[Dickens’s] sense of himself as a particular man in a particular place and time is apparent in every sentence.”—Jane Smiley, Los Angeles Times Sunday Book Review.

Penguin Classics • 688 pp. • 978-0-14-043580-1 • $20.00

SKETCHES BY BOZ
Edited with an Introduction by Dennis Walder
Original Illustrations by George Cruikshank

Dickens’s first book is a wonderful miscellany of reportage, observation, fancy, and fiction—all centering on the teeming metropolis of London.

Penguin Classics • 688 pp. • 978-0-14-043345-6 • $18.00

Zadie Smith

NW

Zadie Smith’s brilliant tragi-comic new novel follows four Londoners—Leah, Natalie, Felix and Nathan—as they try to make adult lives outside of Caldwell, the council estate of their childhood. Depicting the modern urban zone, Smith’s NW is a quietly devastating novel of encounters, mercurial and vital, like the city itself. “NW represents a deliberate undoing; an unpacking of Smith’s abundant narrative gifts to find a deeper truth, audacious and painful as that truth may be. The result is that rare thing, a book that is radical and passionate and real.”—The New York Times.

Penguin Press • 416 pp. • 978-1-59420-397-8 • $26.95
Penguin • 416-978-0-14-312393-4 • $16.00
Paperback available September 2013

Try our Online Table of Contents Feature

Log on to www.penguin.com/toc where a new feature allows you to quick search by ISBN for the tables of contents to hundreds of Penguin Group (USA) academic titles.
Charles Dickens

PICTURES FROM ITALY
Edited with an Introduction by Kate Flint
In his travels around Italy, and bored by many traditional tourist sites, Dickens is far more attracted by urban desolation, the colorful life of the streets and visible signs of the nation’s richly textured past.
Penguin Classics 272 pp. 978-0-14-043431-6 $16.00

Gustave Flaubert

FLAUBERT IN EGYPT
Translated and Edited by Francis Steegmuller
Wonderfully captures the young writer’s impressions during his 1849 voyages through the bazaars and brothels of Cairo and down the Nile to the Red Sea.
Photographs. Penguin Classics 240 pp. 978-0-14-043582-5 $16.00

William Dean Howells

THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM
Introduction by Kermit Vanderbilt
Penguin Classics 400 pp. 978-0-14-039030-8 $16.00
Introduction by Louis Auchincloss
Afterword by Harry T. Moore
Signet Classics 384 pp. 978-0-451-52822-3 $7.95

Pietro di Donato

CHRIST IN CONCRETE
Preface by Studs Terkel
Penguin Classics 224 pp. 978-0-14-218007-5 $15.00

Introduction by Ann Douglas

INTENSITY
by and large foreign to today’s postmodern “Farrell wrote with a political, personal, and artistic intensity by and large foreign to today’s postmodern novelist.”—Ann Douglas, from her introduction. Penguin Classics 224 pp. 978-0-14-218007-5 $15.00

Introduction by Pete Hamill
Signet Classics 224 pp. 978-0-451-52913-8 $7.95

Theodore Dreiser

SISTER CARRIE
Introduction by Richard Lingeman
Afterword by Rachel Sarah
This epic of urban life tells of Carrie Meeber, adrift in an indifferent Chicago. This novel portrays a microcosm of London’s literary society as Gissing experienced it.
Penguin Classics 560 pp. 978-0-14-1403032-5 $16.00

George Gissing

NEW GRUB STREET
Edited with an Introduction by Bernard Bergonzi
This novel portrays a microcosm of London’s literary society as Gissing experienced it.
Penguin Classics 480 pp. 978-0-14-043424-8 $12.00

Friedrich Engels

THE CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASS IN ENGLAND
Edited with an Introduction by Victor Kiernan
Written in the 1840s, Mary Barton sensitively describes conditions in the manufacturing district of England’s industrial age.
Penguin Classics 464 pp. 978-0-14-043464-4 $10.00

Elizabeth Gaskell

MARY BARTON
A Tale of Manchester Life
Edited with an Introduction by Macdonald Daly
Penguin Classics 480 pp. 978-0-14-043424-8 $12.00

William Kennedy

ROSCE
The seventh novel in Kennedy’s Albany cycle, set in 1945, is “driven by a narrative electricity as alive as postwar America” (The Boston Globe). “An eccentric triumph, a quirky, risk-taking imagination at play upon the solid paving stones, the breweries, the politics and pool sharks of an all-too-actual city”—Thomas Flanagan, The New York Review of Books.
Penguin 306 pp. 978-0-14-201173-8 $15.00
Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award; finalist for the 2003 Pen/Faulkner Award

James T. Farrell

YOUNG LONIGAN
Introduction by Ann Douglas
“Farrell wrote with a political, personal, and artistic intensity by and large foreign to today’s postmodern novelist.”—Ann Douglas, from her introduction. Penguin Classics 224 pp. 978-0-14-218007-5 $15.00

Introduction by Pete Hamill
Signet Classics 224 pp. 978-0-451-52913-8 $7.95

STUDS LONIGAN

Christopher cyanogen

THE COMPLETE TRilogy, including Young Lonigan, The Young Manhood of Studs Lonigan, and Judgement Day.
Penguin Classics 896 pp. 978-0-14-118673-3 $24.00

Knut Hamsun

HUNGER
Translated with an Introduction and Notes by Sverre Lynstad
In moment-to-moment interior monologue, a struggling writer depicts his desultory meanderings through Oslo (Kristiania) and alienation from society—and reality. “Twenty-five years before Kafka created Gregor Samsa, man as an insect, and more than fifty years before Camus popularized the absurd hero as a modern Sisyphus, Hamsun in Hunger did both.”—Sverre Lynstad, from the introduction. Penguin Classics 240 pp. 978-0-14-118064-9 $15.00

Henry Mayhew

LONDON LABOUR AND THE LONDON POOR
Edited with an Introduction by Victor Neuburg
Penguin Classics 544 pp. 978-0-14-043241-1 $16.00
See page 16

- denotes new or forthcoming title
Frank Norris

McTEAGUE
A Story of San Francisco
Introduction by Kevin Starr
Set against the harsh California landscape, this novel by one of America’s foremost literary realists preserves the darker side of a still-young San Francisco.
Penguin Classics • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-018753-6 • $14.00

Introduction by Eric Solomon
Afterword by Vince Passaro
Signet Classics • 384 pp. • 978-0-451-53197-1 • $7.95

THE PIT

A Story of Chicago
Introduction by Joseph A. McElrath, Jr.
The second book in Norris’s uncompleted trilogy. “The best choice for both scholars and students, who will admire the excellent introduction, the meticulous attention to textual matters, and the always reliable notes.”—Alfred Bendixon, California State Univ.
Penguin Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-018758-8 • $17.00

Dorothy Parker

COMPLETE STORIES
Edited by Colleen Bresse
Introduction by Regina Barreca
Parker’s stories not only bring to life the urban milieu that was her bailiwick but lay bare the uncertainties and disappointments of ordinary people living ordinary lives.
Penguin Classic • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-243721-6 • $18.00
Also in Penguin Classics: The Portable Dorothy Parker
978-0-14-303953-2

Georges Perec

SPECIES OF SPACES AND OTHER PIECES
Edited, Translated, with a new Introduction by John Sturrock
This generous selection of Georges Perec’s nonfiction, the first to appear in English, features ingenious contemplations on the ways in which we occupy urban and domestic space, among other topics. “One of the most significant literary personalities in the world.”—Italo Calvino.
Penguin Classics • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-144224-2 • $16.00

Ernest Poole

THE HARBOR
Introduction by Patrick Chura
In the best-known novel by the winner of the first Pulitzer Prize for fiction, an aspiring writer struggles to reconcile his sympathy for workers with his middle-class allegiance to capitalist progress. “[Many] examples of American protest fiction must be soldiered through. To the small company of exceptions should be added The Harbor itself, by Ernest Poole, which Penguin Classics has rescued from oblivion.”—The Washington Post.
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-310644-9 • $16.00

Bruno Schulz

THE STREET OF CROCODILES AND OTHER STORIES
Foreword by Jonathan Safran Foer
Introduction by David Goldfarb
Translated by Celina Wieniewska
The collected fiction of “one of the most original imaginations in modern Europe” (Cynthia Ozick).
Penguin Classic • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-310643-2 • $16.00

John Steinbeck

IN DUBIOUS BATTLE
Introduction by Warren French
Steinbeck’s 1936 novel revolves around a strike by migrant workers against rapacious apple country landowners and its dangerous transformation from defiance to blind fanaticism.
Penguin Classics • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-303963-1 • $16.00
Also available: America and Americans 978-0-14-243741-4; Travels with Charley in Search of America 978-0-14-018741-0; Once There Was a War 978-0-14-310479-7; The Grapes of Wrath 978-0-14-303943-3

Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner

THE GILDED AGE
A Tale of Today
Introduction by Louis J. Budd
“This is our best political novel....To understand America, read Mark Twain.”—Garry Wills. A biting satire and a revealing portrait of post–Civil War America.
Penguin Classics • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-043920-5 • $16.00

Émile Zola

AU BONHEUR DES DAMES
Translated, Edited, and with an Introduction by Robin Buss
Zola’s novel charts the beginnings of the capitalist economy and bourgeois society, capturing the obsession with image, fashion, and gratification that was a phenomenon of 19th-century French consumer culture. Notes, bibliography, and chronology.
Penguin Classics • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-044783-5 • $14.00

Upton Sinclair

THE JUNGLE
100th Anniversary Edition
Afterword by Barry Sears
This realistic study of inhuman conditions in the Chicago stockyards inspired food laws and won Sinclair wide literary recognition.
Signet Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-451-52804-9 • $5.95
FREE TEACHER’S GUIDE available at http://us.penguin.com/tguides
Introduction by Ronald Gottesman
Penguin Classics • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-043901-5 • $11.00
Also available: Ofi 978-0-14-311226-6
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Books will be sent to school address only. Allow a minimum of 10 business days for delivery.

All examination copy orders require a U.S. shipping address. International orders cannot be filled from the U.S. Please contact your local Penguin Group sales company, which you can find at www.penguin.com.

Desk Copy Policy

PENGUIN GROUP (USA) INC. will supply one free instructor’s desk copy for every 20 copies of an adopted title ordered through the bookstore.

TO ORDER DESK COPIES, please include 13-digit ISBN, Imprint name (Penguin, Viking, etc.), Title, Author or Editor, and Date by which desk copies are needed. You can order via e-mail: academic@penguin.com or fax: 212-366-2933.

Desk copies can only be sent to your school address. Include full street address as we ship via UPS.

Telephone requests will not be accepted.

In Canada, write to:
Penguin Group Canada/Academic Sales
90 Eglinton Ave East, Suite 700
Toronto, Ontario / Canada M4P 2Y3

Personal Copy Policy

Copies of the titles listed in this catalog are available to professors for their personal use at a 20% discount, plus applicable sales tax. Please use the form provided at the back of the catalog.

Allow a minimum of 10 business days for delivery.

Send requests to:
PENGUIN GROUP (USA)
Academic Marketing Dept. / URB13
375 Hudson Street
New York, NY 10014-3657